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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing provides large scale computing resource to each customers. Cloud systems can be
threatened by numerous attacks as cloud provides services to no trustworthy system. As the speedy usage of personal
computer system and computer network in business organization and government organization are Bringing up day by
day, the computer network is the mass medium over which attacks are put together. It comes final result in completely
destroyed, unauthorized utilization and modifies in private data and demeans the reliability of computer network. To
providing protection in computer network Artificial intelligence has latterly contributed intrusion detection system.
This paper presents intrusion detection system which automatically updates the suspicious activity of cloud users
therefore whenever new user try to access the data or try to use cloud it will compare with the log database which is
present at administrator side.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

As Cloud Computing is the rapidly growing field of IT [1]. Cloud Computing is defined as an Internet based
computing in which virtually shared servers that is data centers provide software, platform, infrastructure, policies and
many resources [2]. A cloud data center can be defined from a different perspectives, and the most popular are
categorized by IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS proposed by the NIST [3]. However, with the increasing use of cloud computing,
security issues are came out on a growing scale. It is important to solve these security issues to contribute to the wider
applications of cloud computing [4]. The increasing number of network security related incidents makes it necessary
for organizations to actively protect their sensitive data with the installation of intrusion detection systems (IDS). To
overcome such problems, an intrusion detection system (IDS) comes into play. The IDS plays very important role in
the security of cloud and instead of detecting only known attacks, it can detect many known and unknown attacks [5].
IDS are defined to preserve the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of network [6]. IDS could be
software, hardware or a combination of both. It captures the data from the network under examination and notify to
the network manager by mailing or logging the intrusion event [7]. Rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
describes the system architecture, Section III result and discussion and section IV contains conclusion and references.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Over the past 3 decades, there has been a large increase in the number of real problems correlated to; Fault
detection (Monitoring), Safety of multipart systems (Rockets, Airplanes, Cars), and Monitoring physiological variables
in patient healthcare. More recently, anomaly detection in information technology settings is becoming vitally
important and gaining momentum. This is due to the occurrence of exploding information and the model of cloud
computing which has formed a demand for huge number of servers known as data centers. A data center is a very
intricate operating environment and its smooth operation is dangerous to keep enterprise businesses running
powerfully. While the complication and size of the data centers is constantly increasing, methods to monitor the
numerous processes and metrics are still relatively undeveloped. Unnecessary to say, monitoring using dependable
methods that are light weight, and scale with increasing number of servers and number of metrics is necessary for
optimal and economical operations. Detection of immediate or fast changes, untimely prediction of imminent
anomalies, and detection of anomalies in a relatively stable system typically constitute the taxonomy of change-point
detection techniques [8]. IDS is split into two categories: misuse detection systems and anomaly detection systems [9].
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Misuse detection is used to recognize intrusions that match known attack scenarios. However, anomaly detection is an
attempt to explore for malicious behavior that deviates from recognized nor-mal patterns. In order to detect the
intrusion, different approaches have been developed and proposed over the last decade. In the early stage, rule based
expert systems and statistical approaches are two typical ways to detect intrusion. A rule-based expert IDS can detect
some well-known intrusions with high detection rate, but it is difficult to detect new intrusions, and its signature
database needs to be updated manually and frequently. This paper advances anomaly detection schemes by considering
ranking of anomalies based on severity in conjunction with flagging anomalies.
III.

SYSTEM FLOW

Figure 1: Client request with proposed system

The Intrusion Detection Service (IDS) [8] service enhances a clouds protection level by providing two methods
of intrusion detection. First approach is performance approach which orders how recent user actions are compared to
the normal behaviour. The second approach is information approach that marks cognized trails resulted by attacks or
some sequences of actions from the user who represents an attack. The inspected data is sent to the IDS service core,
which examines the conduct by using artificial intelligence to find deflections. This has two subsystems namely
analyzer system and alert system. The analyzer uses the profile history database to find out the distance within a
distinctive user behavior and the suspicious behavior and conveys this to the IDS service. The rules analyzer obtains
audit packages and finds out if a rule in the database is worn out. It delivers the result to the IDS service core. With
such responses, the IDS find out the intruder that the action comprises an attack and alarms the other nodes if the
suspicious behaviour is high. This subsystem will work when intrusion is detected. If any node among the cloud system
is affected by intrusion then this alert system will alert the remaining nodes about the intrusion.
The storage service is a database system which contains two types of services namely information based service
and performance based service. Whenever a node gets requests or responses, the analyzer system compares the node
information in the storage service. This paper used audit information from a log system as well the communication
system to evaluate the information based system. The created a series of rules to illustrate security policies that the IDS
should monitor. The information service is nothing but set of rules which is formed from previous attacks.
IV.
1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Login Page:

In login page we provide userid and password so that any user who is an authenticated person is able to login in
the system to enjoy the environment provided by the cloud for communication. The following screen shot gives the
complete idea about the login page.
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Fig 2: login page for end users

For the end users it is the easiest way to login with the cloud communication. There is link provided for the new
users which are not registered with the cloud to register themselves with the cloud environment. After the registration
of new user the request of registration is sent directly to the admin for activation of the user. The admin have to check
the documents of new registered user physically. After verifying the documents the admin decide the activation of new
user. Only after that the user is able to login.
2. Admin Login Page:

Fig 3: Admin login page
In admin login we provide the admin with some functions like main, view attacker and logout. Main contains
two services user authentication and log maintenance. In user authentication admin would check the log and packet
data of particular user and then provide the authentication to that user. View attacker provides the attackers view that
make the attack on system.
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2.

User Authentication and Log Monitoring

Fig 4: User Authentication

Fig 5: Log Monitoring and packet monitoring

In admin login page we provide user id and password so that any user who try to login to the system, an admin
will analyse the user. Whether the user is authorised or not, if the user is genuine then admin change his states to
authenticate otherwise keep it as new.
System provide log monitoring in which we keep the log maintainance of user. System provide unique id (such as
U1, U2, and so on as shown in fig 11) to each user so that noone can get or hack the user log. Log and packet
monitoring page contain unique user id, login time, date and log out time and the file which is uploaded and
downloaded by the user.
4. View Attacker Record:

Fig 6: Attacker Record
The admin side shows the attacker view in which admin keep the record of previously occured attacks. The
proposed system detect some attacks like DDos, Man-in-middle attack, fingerprinting attack, SQL injection and brute
force attack . The attacker record contain user name, user id, attack type and date of occurance
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V.

CONCLUSION

As data centers grow in size and complexity, automated techniques to detect anomalous behavior in the data
centers become important. We presented automated intrusion detection technique compares current user activities
against previously loaded logs of users. System offers the potential advantages of reducing the manpower needed in
monitoring, increasing detection efficiency, providing data that would otherwise not be available, helping the
information security community learn about new vulnerabilities and providing legal evidence. We have developed
secure cloud storage system architecture and have shown that the system has several superior characteristics such as
constant encryption and decryption of data. From our experiments, we observe that both encryption and decryption
computations are efficient on the client side as well as server side.
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